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STRUCTURE MAPPINGS, COEXTENSIONS AND

REGULAR FOUR-SPIRAL SEMIGROUPS

BY

JOHN ME AKIN1

Abstract. The structure mapping approach to regular semigroups devel-

oped by K. S. S. Nambooripad and J. Meakin is used to describe the

DC-coextensions of the fundamental four-sprial semigroup and hence to

describe the structure of all regular semigroups whose idempotents form a

four-spiral biordered set. Isomorphisms between regular four-spiral semi-

groups are studied. The notion of structural uniformity of a regular semi-

group is defined and exploited.

There is a standard strategy which has been used by many authors in

recent years to describe the structure of a prescribed class Q of regular

semigroups. This strategy involves two major steps: first, build the fundamen-

tal semigroups in the class G, the second, build an arbitrary semigroup in

class ß as an 5C-coextension of one of the fundamental semigroups in C A

regular semigroup S is called fundamental if the only idempotent-separating

congruence on S is the identity congruence: S is called an %-coextension of

T if there is an idempotent-separating homomorphism 9 mapping S onto T.

Pioneering work in the development of this strategy was done by W. D.

Munn [15], [16] who described the structure of fundamental inverse semi-

groups: he explicitly proposed the above strategy in [17] and numerous

authors have followed his approach. Fundamental orthodox semigroups were

described by T. E. Hall [8] and fundamental regular semigroups have been

described by K. S. S. Nambooripad [18], [19], T. E. Hall [9], A. H. Clifford

[2], and by P. A. Grillet [6] (who calls them reduced). 3C-coextensions of

regular and inverse semigroups have been studied by a large number of

authors: we refer the reader to the papers by Leech [11], Coudron [4],

D'Alarcao [5], Grillet [7] and Meakin [14], but this is by no means a complete

list.

In the present paper we adopt this strategy to describe the structure of all

regular semigroups whose idempotents form the four-spiral biordered set E4
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introduced by K. Byleen, F. Pastijn and the present author in [1]. In [1], the

authors described the structure of the fundamental four-spiral semigroup Sp4

(a basic building block for bisimple idempotent-generated semigroups which

are not completely simple). We approach the problem of describing the

DC-coextensions of Sp4 by means of the structure mappings on a regular

semigroup S: the structure mappings on S are a family of mappings between

"31 -classes and between £-classes of S which reduce all products in S to

products in the trace of 5-we refer the reader to the papers by Nambooripad

[18], [20] and the present author [12], [13] for a description of the structure

mappings.

In [14] the author studied 3C-coextensions of inverse semigroups from the

structure mapping approach. Many of these ideas and results are extended to

the regular case in the present work: in particular the notion of "structural

uniformity" is defined for regular semigroups and is heavily exploited to build

the OC-coextensions of the fundamental four-spiral. The resulting theorem is

analogous to Reilly's theorem [23] on the structure of bisimple w-semigroups.

1. Preliminary results, notation. We assume that the reader is familiar with

the basic ideas and results of semigroup theory as presented in the book of

Clifford and Preston [3]. In addition we assume familiarity with Namboori-

pad's notion [18], [19] of a biordered set (E, wr, w', t) and we shall use his

notation and results extensively without comment.

By the trace of a regular semigroup S we mean the partial groupoid

tr(S) = (S, •) with partial binary operation a ■ b defined (and equal to ab) if

and only if there is an idempotent e = e2 in La n Rb: tr(5) is clearly a

disjoint union of Rees groupoids, whose structure is known from the Rees

theorem ([3, Theorem 3.5]). (A Rees groupoid is the partial groupoid M =

91t°(G; 7, A; P) \ {0} obtained from the Rees matrix semigroup M° =

iD1l0(G; 7, A; P) by removing the 0 and leaving undefined all products in M°

which were previously defined to be 0.)

The trace of a regular semigroup S carries a certain part of the structure of

S and the remaining part of the structure is determined by the "structure

mappings" on 5 which we shall now define. Let <c = tor u «' and for

idempotents e, / E E(S) with //ce define mappings <$>ef. Re -» Rf and \pey.

Le —► Lj as follows:

X$eJ = fX      VX  G  Re      and     y^ej " Xf     V?  G  Le-

The mappings

* = {*«/ K -» Rf\f *e]    and    * = i>e/: Le ̂  Lf\f k e)

are called the structure mappings on S. These mappings may be used to reduce

all products in 5 to products in tr(S) as follows: for a, b E S we have

ab = (a^„) ■ (b<¡>A„) (1)
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where e = e2 is an idempotent in La, f' = f2 is an idempotent in Rb and

h = h2 is an element of the sandwich set S(e, f) of e and /. The product on

the right-hand side of (1) is a product in tr(S) and is independent of the

choice of e = e2 6 La and/ = f2 E Rb since S(e,f) = S(e',f) Hete' and

/&/'•
Conditions which the set 3> u ¥ of mappings must satisfy are discussed in

[13]: if we start with a set 911 = {Ma\a E J] of mutually disjoint Rees

groupoids Ma, equip the idempotents of Uaey Ma with a partial regular

band structure and take any family $ u ^ of mappings which satisfy these

conditions, then the multiplication (1) turns U„ey Ma into a regular semi-

group which we denote by 5(911, $, *). (This was denoted by S(<b, ̂ ) in

[13].) For a discussion of this, and its connection with Nambooripad's

approach [20], we refer the reader to the author's paper [13]. We shall

consistently use the notation 5(911, $>, SF) for the regular semigroup with

trace U aeE/ Ma (911 = {Ma\a E J}) and set $ u ¥ of structure mappings.

Nonzero elements of the Rees matrix semigroup M° = 91L°(G; 7, A; P)

will be denoted by triples (i,g,X) E I X G X A:

R," {(/,g,A)|*e G,AgA}

denotes the 31 -class containing (i, g, A), Lx denotes the corresponding £-class

and HiX = R¡ n Lx is the corresponding % -class. If 91L = {A/Ja G J} is a

set of mutually disjoint Rees groupoids

M„ = 9Tl0(Ga;7a,Aa;Pa)\{0a}

we shall denote the identity of Ga by la and the set {(/', A) E Ia X AJ/>W ¥=

0} by Xa: thus Xa = {(/, A) 6/„x Aa\HiX contains an idempotent}. We

denote (J aeJ Itt by 7 and U a<BJ Aa by A. For (i, X) E Xa (for some a G J),

the idempotent in HiX is, of course, {i,Pyjl, A): we shall often abbreviate this

to (/', A) if no confusion can arise. Thus if for some (/', A) E Xa and (j, u) E

Xß we have (j,p^1, u) k (hP^1, X) we shall simply write (j, p) k (i, A). We

denote the sandwich set of (i, X) and (j, ¡i) by S(X,j) since it depends only on

Lx and Ä, and not on / or u. Let S = S(91t, <£, Sir) be a regular semigroup

(with 91L = {Mja G7) as above) and suppose that (j, ¡i) k (i, X) for some

(J, u) E Xß, (i, X) E Xa: we denote the structure mapping ^(¡¿Mj^y R¡ -* R¡

by <£,- ■ (since it is independent of X); similarly \pX/lJ denotes the correspond-

ing structure mapping from 7^ to L^. The mapping </>,_,. ^ is defined only if

3a, ß G J and X E A such that (y, u) G A^, (i, À) G A^ and (j, u) « (»"« A): a

similar comment applies to *pXtfi¿-

Let (/, g, X),(j, h,n)ES and let (k, v) G 5(A,7): then L„ < Lx (i.e., SLV Ç

5LX) and Ä^. < Rj (i.e., Ä^S C RjS) and so there are structure mappings

«fyfc „: /?, -» Rk and ^j^: ^\ ""* A. and the multiplication (1) may be rewritten
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in the form

(/, g, X)(f, h, u) = (/, g, X)x¡,K„k(j, h, n)<t>M,r. (2)

We shall frequently use this form of the multiplication in a regular semigroup

in the sequel.

In [22], Nambooripad introduced a natural partial order on a regular

semigroup 5. This order is defined by x < v iff Rx < Ry and x = fy for some

/ G E(RX). We reformulate Nambooripad's Proposition 1.2 [22] in the pre-

sent notation.

Proposition 1.1 (Nambooripad). If (i,g,X) and (j, h, u) belong to the

regular semigroup 5 = 5(911, 4>, S^), the following statements are equivalent:

(a) (j, h, n) < (i, g, A);
(b) Rj < R¡ and there exists v G A such that

(i, g, Xtefj, = (j, h, u);

(c) Lp < Lx and there exists k G 7 jmc/i f/ia/

Remark 1.2. Condition (b) guarantees that there exist a, ß E J and p G A

such that (/', p) G Xa, (j, v) G Xß and / = (y, v) ur (i, p) = e: the mapping

4^ is then the same as <£ey. Since fe is an idempotent in Rj for which feue

and since <|)e^ = «^ it follows that Nambooripad's condition (b) of his

Proposition 1.2 [22] is satisfied: a similar comment above shows that our

condition (c) above is equivalent to Nambooripad's condition (c) in his

theorem.

If 5 = 5(911, $, St") and 5' = 5(9H', $', *') are regular semigroups and 9:

S -> S' is a mapping from 5 onto 5' which preserves and reflects Green's 31

and £ relations (i.e., a9 p b9 in 5' iff a p b in 5 for p G {31, £}) then 9 also

preserves and reflects Green's % and ^ relations and so we may write

9H = {Mja G 7} and 91T = {M^\a G 7} where

Mo = 9H°(Ga;7a,Aa;Pj\{0a}

and

Mi = WL\G¿Ia,Ka;P¿)\{Oa),

and we may assume that for each /' G Ia, X G Aa, g E Ga (and a G J), there

exists g' G G'a such that (t, g, X)9 = (/', g', A). With this notation it follows

that for (/, A) G Xa = X'a and (j, n) E Xß = X'ß, (j, M) « ('. A) in 5 iff

(7, u) k' (i, X) in 5': the corresponding structure mapping in 5 is denoted by

$íj,ií i^Kuji and tnat in 5' by ^ ['I'x,^]- With this notational convention in

mind we prove the following theorem (cf. [14, Theorem 1.5]).
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Theorem 1.3. Let 9 be a mapping from S = 5(911, <ï>, *?) onto S' =

5(911', $', ¥') which preserves and reflects Greerís 31 and £ relations. Then 0

is an idempotent-separating homomorphism from S onto 5' iff both

(a) 9 is a (partial groupoid) homomorphism from tr(5) onto tr(5'), and

(b) 9 commutes with all the structure mappings; i.e., for (i, X) E Xa and

(j, u) G Xß with (j, fi) k (i, X) the diagrams

e\R¡ #|lx

*,        -»        »! Lx        -        L'x

<hj*l Uí/+       and      "KjvnI I^Kiv

R,        —»        R¡ L —>        L'

all commute.

Proof. Suppose first that 9 is an idempotent-separating homomorphism

from 5 onto 5': 9 clearly satisfies condition (a). If / = (f, u) k (i, A) = e and

a G Re, then

abjj = «^ = (fa)9 = t/9)(a0) = (<*)*ij¿

a similar argument shows that 4%»j0 ~ ^P'\,aj-

Suppose conversely that 9 satisfies conditions (a) and (b). Let (/', g, A),

(j, h,p.)ES and let (k, v) G 5(A,7): then by (2),

[(/, g, X)(j, h, n)]9= [(/, g, A)^w(7, Ä, /i)*^,]»

by condition (a)

= [(i,g,X)^'K^][(j,h,(l)9^kiV]

by condition (b)

= [(i,g,X)9][(j,h,^)9]    by (2),

so 0 is a homomorphism: 9 is idempotent-separating since it preserves and

reflects 31 and £.

Remark 1.4. The hypothesis (b) of Theorem 1.3 may be weakened slightly.

If (k, v) G S(X,f) then in fact Rk < Rj and L„ < Lx, so it follows that we only

require 9 to commute with the structure mappings «J>(. ■ for Ä- < /?, and ^ ■

for Lp < Lx. We remark at this stage that Nambooripad [20] uses only the

structure mappings $eJ: Re -» Rf for/ ur e and \pey. Le —> Lf for/ w' e (i.e., he

does not use the mappings §ej for/<o' e and \pej for/ wr e). There are certain

advantages and certain disadvantages to using all of the structure mappings

"/»«/> ¡Pej for/* e as we have done here (see [13] for a discussion of this). We

make the general remark here that all of our results in the present paper hold

true if we interpret the structure mappings in Nambooripad's sense, as the

reader can easily verify by checking the proofs. Some of our results apply only
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to Nambooripad's structure mappings (e.g., Proposition 1.1): in these cases

the situation is made clear in the statement of the result.

We obtain a number of immediate corollaries of Theorem 1.3.

Corollary 1.5. Let 9 be a bijection from 5 = 5(911, <ï>, SP) onto S' =

5(911', $', *'). Then 9 is an isomorphism iff

(a) 9 is a trace isomorphism from tr(5) onto tr(5'), and

(b) 9 commutes with all the structure mappings.

Corollary 1.6. Let 9 be a bijection from 5 = 5(911, Í», SP) onto 5' =

5(911', $', •*'). Denote the natural partial order on S [S'] by < [< ']. Then 9 is

an isomorphism iff

(a) 9 is a trace isomorphism from tr(5) onto tr(5'), and

(b) 9 is an isomorphism from the poseí (S, <) onto the poseí (S', < ').

Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.5, Remark 1.4 and Proposition 1.1

and the fact that 9 ~x satisfies (a) and (b) of Corollary 1.5.

Corollary 1.7. Green's relation DC is a congruence on S = 5(911, 4», SP) iff

all of ihe structure mappings are %-class preserving; i.e., iff (i, g, A)<J>/i//( DC

(i, h, A)<i>,i7i/1 and (i, g, X)^XliJ % (i, h, X)^XllJ whenever g, h E Ga, i E 7„, A

G Aa (for some a E J) and the mappings <f>¡j   and ^x^j are defined.

Proof. Suppose first that % is a congruence on 5, so that 5/DC is

combinatorial, and denote the element (/, g, X)% of 5/DC by (/', A). Suppose

that the mapping tyj £$is defined, so that 3i-6A such that (/, v) E Xa,

(j, ¡i) E Xß (for some a, ß E J) and (j, u) k (i, v). Then in 5' = S/% =

5(911', $', ¥') the structure mapping ^ G $' is defined: let (i, A)#¿ =

(j, p) (for some p E A). Since the structure mappings commute with DO (the

natural map from 5 onto S/%) it follows that (/', g, X)$¡j G HJp: since this

is independent of g, the mappings in $ are % -class preserving. Similarly the

mappings in St' are DC-class preserving.

Suppose conversely that the structure mappings of 5 are all DC-class

preserving and take elements (/', g, A), (/, h, X) and (j, f, u) in 5. Let (k, v) E

S(X,j). Then by (2),

{U g> a)0'»/. /*) - (»'. £> X)4%,*U>f> m)4W = (Z> 2i> v)(k>f\> v)

for some (k, v) E Xß, I E Iß, v E Aß, g„ fx G Gß and ß G J. Thus

(i, g, X)(j,f, ¡i) G Hlv. Since ^Xvk is DC-class preserving, (i, h, X)ypx „ k =

(/, hx, v) for some hx G G^, and it follows again by (2) that (/, h, X)(j,f, u) G

Hlv. Hence DC is a right congruence, and the dual argument shows that DC is a

left congruence.

We close this section by relating the above ideas and notation to the notion

of a pseudo-inverse semigroup. A pseudo-inverse semigroup was defined by

Nambooripad [21] as a regular semigroup whose biordered set is a pseudo-
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semilattice. (A pseudo-semilattice was defined by Schein [24] as a structure

(E, u1, ur) consisting of a set E together with two quasi-orders «' and cor on

E satisfying the condition that to every pair e,f G E there corresponds a

unique greatest lower bound e A /with respect to w' and ur, that is,

w'(e) n «'(/) = <o(e A/)

where u = w' n w" and p(e) = {/ G E\f p e) for p = w', wr or «.) In [22],

Nambooripad established that the natural partial order on a regular semi-

group 5 is compatible with the multiplication if and only if 5 is pseudo-in-

verse. He also established several equivalent characterizations of pseudo-in-

verse semigroups. We translate one of these equivalent conditions ([22,

Theorem 3.3(b)]) into our present notation in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.8. 77ie following conditions on a regular semigroup S =

5(911, $, SP) are equivalent.

(a) 5 is pseudo-inverse.

(b) 5 satisfies the following condition and its dual: if Rj < R¡for some i G Ia,

j G Iß (a, ß G 7) and if(j, A), (j, u) G Xß, then <t>iJÁ = <¡>,v> (i.e., if R, < Ä,
then there is exactly one structure mapping from R¡ to R).

(c) 5 satisfies the following condition and its dual: if the structure mappings

<j>iJX and (¡¡¡¿^ are defined, then <¡>¡j¿ = <j>iJfl (i.e., if f k e then there is exactly

one structure mapping from Re to Rj).

Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from Proposition 1.1 and

Nambooripad's Theorem 3.3 [22]. It is also clear that (c) implies (b), so we

need only show that (a) (or (b)) implies (c). Suppose /, g k e and / 31 g: if

either f ur e or g ur e, then $eJ = <f>eg by (b), so assume / w' e and g a' e.

Since E(S) is a pseudo-semilattice there exists h E E(S) such that u>'(e) n

ur(f) = w(/j). Since /, g G œ'(e) n wr(/) it follows that /, g G w(h). Since

/ 31 g it follows by (b) that <j>hJ = $hyg: hence / = h$hJ = h$hg = g, i.e.,

/ = g. This establishes (c).

2. Structural uniformity. In [14] the author introduced the notion of

structural uniformity of the structure mappings of an inverse semigroup. In

this section we introduce an analogous notion for regular semigroups.

Let 5 = 5(911, <I>, SP) be a regular semigroup. If for some a, ß E J, i E Ia,

j E Iß and p E Aß the structure mapping <¡>¡Jpi is defined and if A G Aa then

the restriction of </>,V/1 to HiX induces a mapping <j>*^ from Ga to Gß as

follows: for g G Ga, g^> = h E Gß if (/, g, X)^iJtl = (j, K v) for some v E

Aß. Similarly a structure mapping \¡ix¡lJ (with A G Aa, u G A^,./ G Iß) induces

a family of mappings $Í¡fí¿: Ga —> Gß defined for each /' G Ia and g G Ga by

«Viw- = h if (i, g, X)xpx¡xj = (k, h, u) for some k G Iß.

Under certain circumstances the mappings <>£, M and \¡/{   ■ are group homo-
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morphisms: one condition which guarantees this is provided in the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that DC is a congruence on the regular semigroup

S = 5(911, $, SP). Let (i, X) E Xa and (J, u) G Xß (for some a, ß G J) and

suppose that (j, J") " (»'. A). Then ^ = xf/{>w-: if Px, = la and p¿ = 1^ í/ie/i

<f>f~j   is a group homomorphism from Ga to Gß.

Proof. Since (J>P¿¡1> f) w (,»i'w'> A) 'l follows that

('.Atf*. fcHfci = ('.A1. A)«r-;w - {hP¡¡¡\ Í»)-

Thus, since DC is a congruence on 5, it follows from Corollary 1.7 that

<f>v>> "tW ^a -* #*»• "H"» for each * G G«' ('"' ft A)*v* and ('» ft A)*Xw
are DC-related elements of 5: but by Proposition 1.1, (/', g, A)^   < (i, g, A)

and (/, g, X)\pXlij < (/, g, A). Hence by Nambooripad's Corollary 1.3 [22] it

follows that (i, g, A)<f>ii/(i = (i, g, X)\pXllJ and from this it follows that <b*Jpi =

Suppose now that h E Ga and consider the product

(/, g, X)(i, h, X) = (i, gp^h, X) = (i, gh, X)

sincePm = la. By (k4) of the author's paper [13],

(i, gh, X)<biJtli =[(i, g, X)(i, h, A)]«^

= ('"> g, Wx.rA'' h> A)*W

= (/', S*¿a/> m)(7, **è#, m)

= U ^,A M)    since pw. = lp.

Hence,

(g*)«^ = g^UMl» = g<tij.Mj»>
and so <i>,*,   = V'x,^ is a group homomorphism.

We now introduce the notion of structural uniformity for regular semi-

groups.

Definition 2.2. Let 5 = 5(911, $, SP) be a regular semigroup. The set 3> of

31-class structure mappings of 5 is called structurally uniform if $£, = ^^

whenever these mappings are defined (i.e., if there exists a, ß E J and p G A

such that A, r G Aa, (i, p) G *a, (j, ¡t) G ^,, and (j, u) k (i, p)). Analogously

SP is called structurally uniform if \¡/{ ■ = ^* . whenever these mappings are

defined (i.e., if there exist a, ß G 7 and / G 7 such that i, k G 7a, (/, A) G Ia,

(j, u) G A^ and (y, u) k (I, A)). Thus $ is structurally uniform if each ^ is

independent of A.

The following theorem relates this idea to a more familiar one. A subset T

of 5 is called a transversal subset of the %-classes of 5 if T meets each

DC-class precisely once.
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Theorem 2.3. 77ie regular semigroup S has a transversal subsemigroup T of

its %-classes if and only if S » 5(911, $, •*) for some set 9H = {A/Ja G J)

of Rees groupoids

Ma = <Dt°(Ga;Ia,Aa;Pa)\{Oa}

where

(Tl) each Pa (a E J) is a (0a, la) matrix over G°-, and

(T2) $ and SP are structurally uniform.

Proof. Suppose first that 5' = 5(911, $, *) satisfies (Tl) and (T2). Let

T = {(/, 10, X)\i E /„, A G A„, a E J };

T is clearly a transversal subset of the DC-classes of 5'. Since each Pa is a

(0„, 1J matrix,

E(S') = {(/, la, X)\(i, X)EXa,aEj)

and so E(S') G T. Suppose that (i, X) E Xa, (j, u) G Xß and (j, u) k (i, A).

Then by condition (k2) of [13], 3v E Aß,k E Iß such that

(<> 1«. Â)*W = U h> ")    and   ('» 1«' A)^W " (fc> V /*)•

It follows by (T2) that if p G Aa, 3t G A^ such that

(»> !«> P)<f>,v> = U V- T)>

and ii I E Ia, 3m E Iß such that

('. 1«. a)»Pa^ = (w> V M)-

Now let (i, la, A) and (j, Iß, u) be any two elements of T and let (k, ly, v) G

5(A,7). Then by (2),

(»', 1„, A)(7, l^g, /t) = (i, 1„, X)xpXyk(j, lß, «)<*>,,*,,,

= (I, ly, v)(k, ly, p),   for some / G Iy, p G Ay

= (/, ly, p) ET   since p„k = ly.

Hence T is a transversal subsemigroup of the DC-classes of 5'. The isomor-

phism S = S' provides a transversal subsemigroup of the DC-classes of 5.

Suppose, conversely, that 5 has a transversal subsemigroup T of its

% -classes. For each ^-class Da of 5, D°° = Da u {0„} is a completely

0-simple semigroup which has a transversal subsemigroup of its DC-classes, so

by Théorème 4.13 and Corollaire 4.10 of Lallement and Petrich [10], D°° »

91L°(Ga; 7a, Aa; Pa) for some (0a, la) matrix Pa. Hence we may assume

without loss of generality that 5 = 5(911, $, SP) where 9IL = {Ma\a E J},

Ma = 91t°(Ga;7a,Aa;Pa)\{0a}

and each Pa is a (0a, la) matrix over Ga°". Thus

E(S) = {(i, la,X)\(i,X) E Xa, a E J }.
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Let T = {(/', giX, X)\i G Ia, X E Aa, a E J}; the group elements giX satisfy

the following properties:

(3) if (j, X) E Xa, i E Ia and u G Aa then giXgJti = g¥;

(4) if (/, A) G Xa then giX = la, and so E(S) Q T;

(5) if (j, A), (/, u) G Xa then giX = g~\

(6) if i E Ia, X E Aa and <¡>iJtfi G $, then

('. g/x. *)</>,,/> = U ft»» ")    for some y e A;

(7) if / G 7a, A G Aa and «fo^ G *, then

('. &A. AH;W = (fe> &>> A)     f°r SOme * e 7-

Property (3) is verified by noting that (i, giX, X)(j, gj¡Jt, u) = (i, gipL, u) and (4)

and (5) may be verified in a similar way. Property (6) is verified by noticing

that

('> £,A> A)<>v> = 0\ V fOO, g,A' x)

(where j G 7^) and so (i, giX, X)$Ufi G T since (/', 1^, u) G T by (4) and

(i, g,x, A) G 7; a similar argument shows that (7) is satisfied.

For each a E J choose (and fix) elements i(a) E Ia and X(a) E Aa such

that (i(a), X(a)) E Xa. For each / G 7a (and each a G 7) choose (and fix) an

element A(») G Aa such that (i, X(i)) G Xa: for each A G Aa choose (and fix)

an element i(X) G Ia such that (i(X), A) G A"a. Define an idempotent-separat-

ing bijection 9: S -» 5 by

9: (i, g, A) i-> (i, g,(a)A(,)g g,(A)X(«)' *)

Vz G 7a, g G Ga, X E Aa and a G 7.

We claim first that 9 is a (partial groupoid) homomorphism from tr(5) onto

tr(5). Let (j, X) E Xa, i E 7a, p. G Aa and g,h E Ga for some a G 7, so that

(/, g, A)(7, h, ¡x) = (i, gh, u) is a product in tr(5). Then

(/, g, X)9(j, h, n)9= (i, g/(a)A(0g gi(x)Ma), X)(j, gi(a)MJ)h gKpi)Ma), u)

=  ('. gi(a)Mi)g &(A)A(a) gi(a)MJ)h ft((i)A(o)> Z1)

= (». &(a)X(og g,(A)xo)/i ft(MM(«)» **) °y (3)-

Now (/(A), A) G Xa, (j, X(j)) E Xa and (j, X) E Xa, so, by (4), (/(A), la, A),
(7, 1„,A(7))G Tand so

0(A), la, A)(7, la, A(7)) = (/(A), la, A(7)) G T.

Hence g,(A),At/) = la and it follows that

(/, g, A)0(7, A, u)0 = (i, &(«),A(,)g Ä &(„)*(«), /*)

= (i,gh,p)9 = [(i,g,X)(j,h,ii)]9.

Hence 9 is a trace homomorphism from tr(5) onto tr(5).

We claim next that 9~x is also a trace homomorphism from tr(5) onto

tr(5), and so 9 is a trace isomorphism from tr(5) onto tr(5). Again let
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(j, X) E Xa, i G 7a, u G Aa and g,h G Ga, so that

0, g> A)(7> K u) = (i, gh, u)

is a product in tr(5). Then

(i, g, X)9 -x(j, h, ¡i)9~x= (i, gr¿)Mi)g SioíM«» X)Ü> Si(à)Mj)h ftôô-M«), I1)

= ('» gi(.c)Mi)g &(A),A(a) gHa)MJ)h 8Hn)M<>)' N

= (', gi(à)Mi)g g/(a),A gjM«)h g«rtM«)> /*)    by (5)

= (h s¿7«W)£ giWM*)h gKrtM<*)> f1) by (3)

= (i, g*«W)S h g^),A(„), u)    by (4)

= 0, gh, ii)9-1 =[(/, g, A)(7, A, u)]»"1.

Hence 9 ~ ' is a trace isomorphism from tr(5) onto tr(5). Now if 0 is a partial

groupoid isomorphism from the trace tr(5) of a regular semigroup 5 =

5(911, <I>, SP) onto any partial groupoid 5', then 9 induces a multiplication

defined by (a9) ■ (b9) = (ab)9 on 5' in such a way that (5', •) becomes a

regular semigroup with trace 5' and set 3>' u SP' of structure mappings, where

$j*-9-%ji&   V^,E$, (8)

and

^/-«■■U   >%*,**■ (9)

Furthermore, 0 is an isomorphism from 5 onto 5'.

So define a new set <ï>' u S?' of structure mappings on 5 by (8) and (9), and

denote the new semigroup 5(911, $', SP') by 5'. We claim that $' and SP' are

structurally uniform. To see this we first suppose that fyj is defined for some

/ G 7a, (j, ¡x) G X0 and that A G Aa. Then

(U*X)^-(U«,A)rV

=  ('. &(«)*(/) ft7A)X(a)» ty<t>i¿,fí

= 0> ft*«) ft(«)^ A)*y* ö   by (5)

= ('", «ix. a)^»   by (3)

= 0> gj.v v)0>   for some " G A/s>   by (6)

= (j> gi(ß )MJ) &,<■ &(,*), M ß )' r)

= (/ guß ),, g/(r)x(i8 ). ")   by (3)

= Ü>gnß)Mß)>i')    by (3)

-(/, V")    by (4).
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A similar argument shows that if ¡Px.pj Is defined for some A G Aa, (j, ¡x) G

Xß and if i E Ia, then there exists k G Iß such that (/, la, A)^ ■ = (k, lß, u).

Suppose now that (i, A) G Xa, ¡i G Aa, (J, v) G Xß, (j, t>) k (i, X) and

(/, g, X)<j>ijv = (7, h, p) for some p G Aß. We aim to show that (/, g, u)^ =

(j, h, t) for some t G A^. Let a = (i, g, A), a' = (i, g~x, X) (the inverse of a in

HiX), e = aa' = a'a = (i, la, A), / = (j, lß, v) and b = (/, g, u). Then / k e in

£(5') and a'/a w e in E(S'). Let a'/a = (k, lß, p), some /c G Iß, so that

(/V, p) G A^. Then

(/, g, /i)^ = ^ = fb = (fa)[(a'fa)(a'b)]

= (7. h, p)[(i, g~x, X)(i, g, u)]<(>^,p

= (7, h, p)[(i, la, u)<i»;j&;P]    since 0, A) G Xa

= (7, h, p)(k, lß, t),    for some t G A^

= (7, h, t)    since (Ac, p) G A^.

Hence 4>' is structurally uniform: a similar argument shows that SP' is

structurally uniform. This completes the proof of the theorem.

3. The fundamental four-spiral semigroup. In [1], K. Byleen, F. Pastijn and

the present author introduced a semigroup Sp4 which is a basic building block

for bisimple idempotent-generated semigroups. Sp4 is a fundamental bisimple

idempotent-generated semigroup whose biordered set of idempotents is iso-

morphic to the four-spiral E4 = {a„, bn, c„, dn\n G A} described in [1] and

pictured in Diagram 1 below.

Diagram 1
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In this diagram, elements in the same row are 31-related, elements in the

same column are £-related, and the natural order proceeds down the four

diagonals away from the centre. The semigroup Sp4 is isomorphic to the

semigroup TE (in the sense of Nambooripad [19]) and is the only fundamen-

tal regular semigroup whose biordered set is (biorder isomorphic to) E4. The

structure of Sp4 was described in several different ways in [1]. In this section

we describe Sp4 as a semigroup of ordered pairs of integers: this form of the

multiplication for Sp4 will be most useful when describing the DC-coexten-

sions of Sp4.

We begin by writing down an explicit formula for the sandwich set 5(e, /)

of two idempotents e and / in E4. Recall from [1] that by B4 we mean the

four-element rectangular band B4= {a, b, c, d] pictured in Diagram 2.

B4 = {a, b, c, d}

Diagram 2

We let A denote the set A = {0, 1, 2, 3, ... } of natural numbers, let Z

denote the set of integers, and use the notation E4 = {un\n G N,u E B4] for

the elements of the four-spiral biordered set E4. For n, m E Z we denote

max{w, n} by m V "• It is routine to verify the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. 7/ un, vm E E4, then S(un, vm) = {(vu)p) where vu denotes

the product ofv and u in B4 and

(n—l)\/m     ifu = aandvE{c,d),

P=(n+l)\/m     ifu = dandvE{a,b),

. « V m otherwise.

The elements of Sp4 = TE may be described as equivalence classes of

isomorphisms between principal ideals of E4 modulo the equivalence relation

a introduced by Nambooripad [19] in his description of TE. In [1] we denoted

the a-equivalence class of the principal ideal isomorphism which carries un

onto vm by (u„, vm). From Nambooripad's definition of a it follows that

("n. O  -  (Wk> Xl)      iff Un & Wk and *>m  £ */•

Thus the distinct elements of Sp4 are as follows:

Sp4 = {("„, uj\m, nEN,uEB4}u {(dn, a0)\n EN}.

We denote the idempotent (un, un) (u G B4, n E N) simply by un and identify

it with the corresponding element of E4: thus (un, vm) G R^ n Lv^. Multi-

plication in Sp4 is by means of equation (1) (§1). Let (un, vm), (wk, x¡) G 5
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and let (yp, zq) G S(vm, wk): then

("„. vm)(wk, x,) = (u„, vm)¡PVm^(wk, x,)^. (10)

The structure mappings ^z<¡: LVm -+ L^ for zq o>' vm and fc^: /^ -> /^ for

yp ur wk were discussed in [1]: they move elements of Sp4 down the diagonals

in Diagram 4 of [1]. We now translate this into a notation which is more

appropriate for the DC-coextension discussed in the following section.

Define a mapping 9: Sp4 —» Z X Z as follows: for m, n E N,

(««. a„)9 = (m, n),       (bm, bn)9 = (m, - (n + 1)),

(cm, cn)9 = (- (m + 1), - (n + 1)),       (dm, d„)9 = (- (m + 1), n + 1),

and

(dm,a0)9 = (-(m+l),0).

The mapping 9 is clearly a bijection from Sp4 onto Z X Z: if (um, va)9 =

(i,j) then we denote Lv¡¡ by L, and IL by R¡, so that (i,j)9~x E R¡ n Ly. If

h^ G 7j and x, G R¡ we shall denote the sandwich set S(wk, x,) by S(j, i). We

reformulate Proposition 3.1 in this new notation: if S(j, i) = {um} and

(um, um)9 = (k, I) we simply write S(j, i) = (k, I).

Proposition 3.2. For n, r E Z we have

S(n, r) =

(n y r, n V r)

(- («V -r),ny -r)

((-(«+ 1))V, -(-«V+ 1))
(-(-nV -r), -(-nV ~r))

ifn > Oandr > 0,

ifn > Oandr < 0,

// n < 0 0/10* r > 0,

i/w < Oa«oV < 0.

Proof. We provide a verification of this in case n < 0 and r > 0: the other

cases are similar. If n < 0 and r > 0 then

5(«, /•) = S(b_(n+X), ar) = {¿(_(B+1))Vr}

= ((-(« + 1)) V',-(((-(«+ 0) V') + O)

= ((-(«+ I))V, -(-»V(r+1))),

as required. We denote the structure mapping from R¡ to Rj for 0 < / < / or

0 > / > j by (f>(i/. Similarly the structure mapping from L¡ to L, for 0 < /' < j

or 0 > i > j is denoted by \¡/¡j. We translate the description of these structure

mappings given in [1] into the present notation. For each n E Z we define

o(n) by

„(„)=(+!     if " > 0,
v  '      I - 1     if n< 0.

Then for each (w, n) G Z X Z with Rm> Rp and L„ > L?, we have

O, «)ff-'*„,, -(/»,«+ o(n)\p - m\)9~x,
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and

(m, n)9~x^q = (m + a(m)\q - n\,q)9~x. (11)

Equation (11) and the multiplication (10) enable us to define a multiplication

* on Z X Z in such a way that (Z X Z, *) s Sp4. We summarize this

discussion in the following proposition; the multiplication * is of course

defined in such a way that 9 becomes an isomorphism from Sp4 onto

(Z X Z, *)

Propos]0ion 3.3. Define a multiplication  *  on Z X Z by

(m, n) * (r, s) = (m + o(m)\q - n\, s + o(s)\p - r\) (12)

where (p, q) = S(n, r) is determined by Proposition 3.2. Then (Z X Z, * ) is a

semigroup isomorphic (by means of 9~x) to Sp4.

We identify Sp4 with (Z X Z, *) in the sequel and regard Sp4 as a

semigroup of pairs of integers. The following result follows easily from the

results of Nambooripad [21]. It was also known to Nambooripad (private

communication).

Proposition 3.4. 77;e semigroup Sp4 is pseudo-inverse.

Proof. This follows immediately from Nambooripad's Theorem 2.5 [21]

since in E4 sandwich sets are trivial: thus E4 is a pseudo-semilattice and thus

Sp4 is pseudo-inverse. In fact it follows that E4 is also partially associative in

the sense of Nambooripad [21].

We shall close this section with a technical proposition which will be

essential for the proof of associativity in Lemma 4.2 of the next section. We

first re-state a result due to Nambooripad [18] which we shall need.

Lemma 3.5 (Nambooripad [18, Lemma 3.9] or [21, Lemma 1.4]). Let

(E, wr, u', t) be a biordered set, a: w(e) —» «(/) an w-isomorphism and g,d G

E.Lethx ES(g,e),h2ES(f,d),

h'x = (hxAe)a, h'2 = (f/\h2)a~x.

Then there exist h E S(g, h2) and h' E S(h'x, d) such that (h A e)a = / A h'.

(Here e A fis defined by

«A/ =

e ifew'f,

er'(f) ifew'f,

/r'(e) iffw'e,

f iffu'e,

and e /\ f is undefined otherwise.)
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Proposition 3.6. Let (m, n), (r, s), (t, u) G Sp4, let (p, q) = S(n, r),

(i,j) - 5(5, t),        (v, w) = 50 + o(s)\p - rj, i)

and (k, I) = S(n, r + o(r)\j - s\). Then

\p - r\ + \w - s - a(s)\p - r\ \ = \j - s\ + \k - r - a(r)\j - s\ |.

Proof. This may of course be proved by exhaustion (i.e., by checking

cases, using Proposition 3.2). We choose instead to use Nambooripad's

lemma (Lemma 3.5). For the purpose of this proposition only we fix idempo-

tents in Ln, Rr, Ls and R, and denote them by en, er, es and e„ respectively,

and let a : w(er) -* co(es) denote the principal ideal isomorphism from the

«-chain w(er) onto the w-chain o)(es). If zx, z2 G w(er) then by l(zx, z^ we

mean the distance between z, and z2 in the w-chain w(er): then

/(z„ z2) = l(zxa, z2a)   Vz„ z2 G w(er)

and if zx u z2 u er then l(zx, er) = l(zx, z2) + l(z2, er). We now apply

Nambooripad's Lemma 3.5 with the elements g, e, /, d in the statement of the

lemma replaced by e„, er, es and e(, respectively. We then have

hx = 5(g, e) = (p, q),   hx A e E Rp,

h2=S(f,d) = (i,j),   fAh2ELj.

Now hx /\e E o>(e) and l(hx /\ e, e) = \p — r\, so

K(h\ A e)a,f) = \p - r\,    so h'x = (hx A e)a E Ls+aU)\p-r].

A similar argument shows that

h'2 = (fAh2)a-xERr+oir)y_s\.

Then

h = S(g, h'2) = S(n, r + a(r)\j - s\) = (k,l),   h A e E Rk,

h' = S(h[, d)= S(s + a(s)\p - r\, t) = (v, w)

and/A h' E Lw. By Lemma 3.5, (h A e)a = f A h' and so

l(hAe,e) = l(fAh',f).

But (h A e) w h'2 w e, so

l(h Ae,e) = l(h A e, h'2) + l(h'2, e)

= \k-r- a(r)\J - s\ | + \r - r - o(r)\j - s\ \

= \j - s\ + \k - r - a(r)[¡ - s\ |.

Similarly

l(f Ah'J) =\p - r\+\w - s - a(s)\p - r\ \,

so the result follows.
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4. The general regular four-spiral semigroup. A semigroup 5 is called a

four-spiral semigroup if E(S) is (biorder isomorphic to) the four-spiral bi-

ordered set E4. In this section we determine the structure of all such regular

semigroups 5 (such a semigroup is clearly bisimple since E4 is connected in

the sense of [1]).

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a group and a an endomorphism of G. Define a

multiplication ■ on Z X G X Z for m, n, r, s E Z and g, h E G by

(m, g, n) ■ (r, h, s) = (m + a(m)\q - n\, ga^"~%a}p-r\ s + a(s)\p - r\)

(13)

where (p, q) = S(n, r) and where a0 is interpreted as the identity automorphism

of G. Then (Z X G X Z, •) is a regular four-spiral semigroup.

We break the proof into two lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. 77ie multiplication ■ defined by (13) is associative.

Proof. Let (m, g, n), (r, h, s), (t,f,u) G Z X G X Z: identify (m, g, ri)

with the pair [g, (m, ri)] G G X (Z X Z). Then

(m, g, n) ■ (r, h, s) = (ga"«-'*«"'-'!, (m, n) * (r, s)),

and since   *   is associative we need only verify the following: if (p, q) =

S(n, r),

(v, w) = S(s + a(s)\p - r\, t), (i,j) = S(s, t)

and

(*,/)- S(n, r + a(r)\j - s\),

then

galí-n| + l»"-í-<»(í)l/'-'-| \na\p-r\ + \w-s-a^)\p-r\ \fa\e~l\

= gaV~n\hau~s\ + lk-r-°<-r)\J-s\ l/al''-'l + l*:-''-''(r>l-''-il I.

Thus we must verify the following three identities:

\q - n\ + \w-s - o(s)\p - r\\=\l-n\; (14)

|p - r| + |w - j - o(s)\p - r\ | =\j - s\ + \k - r - a(r)\J - s\ \; (15)

\v-t\ = \i-t\ + \k-r-a(r)\J-s\\. (16)

We use associativity of the multiplication  * . By comparing first components

of [(m, n) * (r, s)] * (t, u) and (m, ri) * [(r, s) * (t, u)\ we see that

m + a(m)\q — n\ + a(m + a(m)\q — n\)\w — s - a(s)\p — r\ |

= m + o(m)\l — n\.

Nowp, a, w and / depend only on n, r, s and / and none of these depends on

m, so we may choose m arbitrarily in the above identity. If we choose m = 0
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we see immediately that equation (14) is satisfied. A dual argument (compar-

ing second components of the two products in Sp4 and then choosing u = 0)

shows that (16) is satisfied. Equation (15) is of course exactly what was

proved in Proposition 3.6. This completes the verification of associativity.

We denote the semigroup (Z X G X Z, •) with multiplication defined by

equation (13) by Sp4(G, a). In order to show that Sp4(G, a) is a regular

four-spiral semigroup we determine its idempotents and Green's relations.

Lemma 4.3. (a) The element (m, g, ri) E Sp4(G, a) is an idempotent if and

only if g = 1 (the identity of G) and (m, ri) is an idempotent of Sp4, i.e.,

(m, n) E E4.

(b) (m, g, ri) 31 (r, h, s) in Sp4(G, a) iff m = r.

(c) (m, g, ri) £ (r, h, s) in Sp4(G, a) iff n = 5.

(d) Sp4(G, a) is a bisimple regular four-spiral semigroup.

Proof. It is clear that elements of the form (m, 1, ri) for (m, ri) * (m, ri) =

(m, ri) are idempotents of Sp4(G, a). Conversely if (m, g, ri) • (m, g, ri) =

(m, g, ri), then (m, ri) * (m, ri) = (m, ri) and so S(n, m) = (m, n), so by (13),

g = ga°ga° = g2, whence g = 1. Thus (a) is satisfied. Let (m, g, ri) E

Sp4(G, a) and choose p, q E Z so that (m,p) G E4 and (a, ri) G E4. Then

S(n, a) = (a, ri) and so by (13),

(m,g,n)(q,g~x,p) = (m, ga°g~xa°,p) = (m, l,p)

and similarly (a, g~x,p)(m, g, ri) = (a, 1, ri), so (m, g, ri) 31 (m, l,p) and

(m, g, ri) £ (a, 1, ri). Results (b), (c) and (d) all follow easily since it is clear

that if (m,p), (q, n) G E4, then (m,p) 31 [£] (a, n) in Sp4 iff (m, l,p) 31 [£]

(a, 1, ri) in Sp4(G, a). This completes the proof of the lemma and of Theorem

4.1.

We now establish the converse of Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.4. If S is a regular four-spiral semigroup then S = Sp4(G, a) for

some group G and endomorphism a of G.

Proof. If u is the maximum idempotent-separating congruence on 5 then

u1": 5 —> 5/« maps 5 onto a fundamental four-spiral semigroup. Since Sp4 is

the only fundamental four-spiral semigroup ([1, Corollary 2.11]) it follows

that S/p. = Sp4, that 5 is an DC-coextension of Sp4 and that DC = u is a

congruence on 5 (because Sp4 is combinatorial).

Since 5 is a regular four-spiral semigroup, 5 is bisimple and so tr(5)

consists of a single Rees groupoid 9H° (G; Z, Z; P) \ {0}. Furthermore the

subsemigroup of 5 generated by the idempotents is a transversal subsemi-

group of the DC-classes of 5 isomorphic to Sp4 (Sp4 is idempotent-generated).

Thus by Theorem 2.3 we may assume that 5 = 5, = 5({M}, <I>, S?) for

M = 91L°(G; Z, Z; P) \ {0} where P is a (0, 1) matrix over G° and $ and ¥
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are structurally uniform. Furthermore DC is a congruence on 5 and 5/DC =

Sp4 so by Corollary 1.7 the structure mappings on 5 are DC-class preserving

and commute with DO and the corresponding structure mappings on Sp4 in

the sense of Theorem 1.3.

From Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 1.8 it follows that if Rm > Rr and

Ln > Ls in Sp4 then there is just one structure mapping </>mr: Rm —> Rr and

just one structure mapping i/-ni: L„ —» Ls. We use the same notation for the

corresponding structure mappings in 5,, since no confusion can arise. Thus

Si = {(™> g> n)\m, n E Z, g E G }

and if (m, ri)tymr = (r, p) and (m, ri)4ins = (a, s) in Sp4,  then there exist

f,h E G such that (m, g, ri)$mr = (r, h,p) and (m, g, n)ipns = (q,f s).

Define a: G -h> G by (0, g, 0)<¡>ox = (1, ga, 1). By Theorem 2.1, (0, g, 0)»//0,

= (1, ga, 1) and a is an endomorphism of G. By structural uniformity of $>

and SF and equation (11) one easily sees that if Rm > Rp, Ln > Lq and

\p — m\ = \q — n\ = 1, then

(m, g, n)$mj, = (p, ga, n + o(n)) and (m, g, «)>/'„,, = (m + o(m), ga, q).

From (kl) of [13] it follows easily that ^^ = </>m, for Rm > Rp > R, and

¡Pn,q4>q,S  =   *V f°r Ln   >  Lq   > Ls>  aIld heilCe if Rm   > K  and Ln   > Lq We have,

by (11),

(m, g, n)4>mj, = (p, ga\p-m\ n + a(n)\p - m\)

and

(m, g, n)^„q = (m + a(m)\q - n\, ga}q~n\ q).

Now let (m, g, ri), (r, h, s) E 5, and let (p, q) = 5(n, r). Then by equation

(2),

(m, g, n)(r, h, s) = (m, g, ri)^nq(r, h, s)<¡>rj!

= (m + a(m)\q - n|, ga1«""1, q)(p, hal"~rK s + a(s)\p - r\)

= (m + o(m)\q - n\, ga}q'%a}p-r\ s + aO)|p - r\)

since Py, = 1. Thus 5, = Sp4(G, a) and 5 = Sp4(G, a) as required.

Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 give a description of the structure of regular four-

spiral semigroups analogous to Reilly's description [23] of the structure of

bisimple co-semigroups. We use Reilly's notation S(G, a) for the general

bisimple co-semigroup in the following theorem. We also use the notation of

[1] for the subsemigroups A, B, C and D u E of Sp4.

Theorem 4.5. For each group G and endomorphism a of G

(a)  Sp4(G, a) is a pseudo-inverse semigroup; for each e G £'(Sp4(G, a)),

eSp4(G, a)e is a bisimple (¿-semigroup isomorphic to S(G, a);
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(b) define A = {(m, g, ri) E Sp4(G, a)\(m, ri) G A) and similarly define B,

C, D and E: then A, B, C and D are subsemigroups of Sp4(G, a) isomorphic to

S(G, a) and E is a subsemigroup isomorphic to the semigroup (NX G, •) with

multiplication ■ defined by

(m,g)(n,h) = (m + n,ga"h); (17)

furthermore, Sp4(G, a) is the rectangular band of A, B, C and D u E pictured

in Diagram 3.

DUE

B

Sp4(G, a)=AUBUCUDUE.

Diagram 3

(c) Sp4(G, a) is idempotent-generated iff G = {1} (in which case Sp4(G, a)

*SP4).

Proof. By the results of [1] we can think of Sp4 as an idempotent-generated

subsemigroup of Sp4(G, a) generated by the idempotents a = (0, 1, 0), b =

(0, 1, - 1), c = (- 1, 1, - 1) and d = (—1, 1, 1). Result (c) is thus immediate.

Since in Sp4, A = (0, 0)Sp4(0, 0) we see that A = aSp4(G, a)a: the map 9:

A -> S(G, a) defined by (m, g, n)9 = (m, g, ri) V(w, g, ri) G A is clearly a

bijection from A onto 5(G, a). Furthermore, if (m, g, ri), (r, h, s) E A then

S(n, r) = (n \f r, n \y r) by Proposition 3.2, so in Sp4(G, a)

(m, g, ri)(r, h, s) = (m + (n\/ r) - n, ga(nV'")-'W',Vr>-r, s + (n \¿ r) - r),

and this is the same as Reilly's form [23] of the multiplication in 5(G, a).

Thus 9 is an isomorphism from A = aSp4(G, a)a onto S(G, a).

For each x G 5 = Sp4(G, a) we denote the right translation z -» zx of 5 by

px and the left translation z —> xz by Xx : one easily checks that B = bSb,

C = cSc, D = dSd and that the maps pb\¿: A -» B, Xc\s: B -» C and pd\c:

C -» D are isomorphisms, so that A — B = C = D m S(G, a). The map

(-m,g, 0)H>(m,g)       (mEN)

is easily seen to be a bijection from E onto N X G.  Furthermore, if

(— m, g, 0), (-«, h, 0) G E then by Proposition 3.2, 5(0, — ri) = ( — n, ri), so

by (13)

(-m,g,0)(-n,h,0) = (-m + o(-m)\n\, ga^ha®, 0 + o(0)\0\)

= (-m- n,ganh,0),

so E » (A X G, •)• Result (b) now follows easily by considering the homo-

morphism c/>: (m, g, n)t~*(m, ri) from Sp4(G, a) onto Sp4, since Ä = A<b~x,

B= B<I>-X,C= C<i>-1and7J u E~ = (D u E)4>~x.
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The semigroup 5 = Sp4(G, a) is easily seen to be pseudo-inverse by the

results of Nambooripad [21] since sandwich sets in E4 are trivial. Now E4 is a

union of four co-chains,

E4 = K> b„, c„, d„\n > 0} = u(a) u <o(b) u w(c) u «(</).

Part (a) of the theorem is proved by induction on n: the mappings

Pb}(a„Sa,y anSan ~* bnSbn> K\(bñSb,Y b"Sb" ~* C"SCn'

Pd,\(c„ScS- CnScn ~> dnSdn>      and      Xa\(d.Sd,Y d-Sdn ~* ün+ lSan+ 1

are easily seen to be isomorphisms. Thus, by induction on n, eSe = S(G, a.)

for each e G E(S) = £(Sp4(G, a)).

5. The isomorphism theorem. In this section we determine conditions under

which Sp4(G„ ax) = Sp4(G2, a^. Recall that in [23] Reilly proved that there is

an isomorphism <|> from S(GX, ax) onto S(G2, «2) if and only if there is an

isomorphism 9 of G, onto G2 such that ax9 = 9a2Tz where, for some element

z of G2, Tz is the inner automorphism of G2 defined by gTz = zgz~x: the

mapping 9 is defined from <j> by (0, g, 0)<f> = (0, g9, 0) and the element z is

obtained from the equation (0, 1, l>f> = (0, z, 1). We assume familiarity with

Reilly's results and we obtain a corresponding result for the semigroups

Sp4(G, a).

Theorem 5.1. 77iere is an isomorphism <j> from Sp4(G1( ax) onto Sp4(G2, a-^

(for groups G, and endomorphisms a¡ of G„ i = 1,2)«/ and only if there is an

isomorphism 9 from G, onto G2 such that ax9 = 9a2.

Proof. Suppose first that <f> is an isomorphism from Sp4(G„ a,) onto

Sp4(G2, a^). Denote the subsemigroups of Sp4(G„ a,) (i = 1, 2) defined in

Theorem 4.5 by A¡, B¡, C¡, D¡ and E¡ (i = 1, 2). The isomorphism 4> induces a

biorder isomorphism from

£(Sp4(G„ «,)) = {a<x\ b<x\ e<», d™\n G A }

onto

£(Sp4(G2, «2)) = {a<2>, b?\ c<2>, d™\n G A }

and under this biorder isomorphism we have a^ —» a^\ b^ -* b®\ c^ —» c¿2),

rfO) _» ¿p) Vn G A. Nown n

E{Ä) = {a?\nE A}        (for i = 1, 2);

if x G ^", then x 31 a*0 and x £ a^0 for some n, m E N, so x</> 31 a<2) and

x<> £ a^ in y42, and it follows that Ax4> Q A2. Dually, A2i¡>~x QAX, so

Ax<t> = ^2, i.e., <> induces an isomorphism from Ax onto ^42- ̂ ut by Theorem

4.5 we may identify A¡ and 5(G„ a¡) (i = 1, 2) and so there is an isomorphism
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(which we continue to denote by c¡>) from S(GX, ax) = Ax onto S(G2, a^) =

A2. By the results of Reilly [23], we have ax9 = 9a2Tz where 9, z and Tz are as

described in the discussion above: we aim to show that z = 1 (the identity of

G,), from which it follows that ax9 = 9a2 as required.

Note first that a minor variation of the argument given above to show that

Axif> Q A2 establishes that if (m, g, ri) G Sp4(G,, a,) then (m, g, n)<¡> =

(m, h, n) for some h G G2. Consider a product in Sp4(G[, ax) of the form

(m, g, n)(n, 1, — (n + 1)) where m < 0 and n > 0. This is a product in the

trace, so

(m, g, ri)(n, 1, - (n + 1)) = (m, g, - (n + 1))

and so

(m, g, - (n + 1))0 = (m, g, n)$(n, 1, - (n + 1))$.

But (n, 1, -(« + 1)) = b™ so (n, l,-(n + l))<f> = bf\ It follows that

(m, g, n)<t> = (m, g„ ri) iff (m, g, -(n + l))<i> = (m, gx, -(n + 1)). By consid-

ering the products (0, 1, 0)(m, g, ri) and (0, 1, - l)(w, g, -(n + 1))(0, 1, 0)

and applying the homomorphism 0 one sees that

(m,g,n)<l> = (m, g„ n)   iff ( - m, g, n)0 = ( - m, gx, n)

and

(m, g,-(n+ 1))<Í» = (m, g„ - (n + 1))

iff (- (m + 1), g, n)<t> = (- (m + 1), g„ n).

Hence (-m, g, n)<t> = (-m, gx, n)iîi(-(m + 1), g, m)0 = (-(m + 1), g„ n),

for all m < 0 and « > 0. Hence

(p, g, n)0 = (p, g„ «)    iff (p + 1, g, w)0 = (p + 1, g„ n)

for all p > 0 and n > 0. In particular, choosing p = n = 0 and g = 1 we see

that (1, 1, 0)0 = (1, 1, 0) (since (0, 1, 0)0 = (0, 1, 0)). But (0, 1, l)</> = (0, z, 1)

and (1, 1, 0) is the inverse of (0, 1, 1) in 5(G„ a,), so (1, 1, 0)0 = (1, z"\ 0),

from which it follows that z = 1 as required.

Suppose conversely that there is an isomorphism 9 from Gx onto G2 such

that ax9 = 9a2 and consider the mapping <f>: Sp4(G1; a,)—»Sp4(G2, a^ de-

fined by (m, g, n)0 = (m, g9, ri). The mapping 0 is clearly a trace isomor-

phism since 9 is a group isomorphism. It remains to show that 0 commutes

with the structure mappings in the sense of Theorem 1.3. If, in Sp4(G,, ax),

Rm > Rp then

(m, g, «)0<,V = (p, ga\p-m\ n + o(n)\p - m|)0

= (p,ga\''-^0,n + o(n)\p- m\)

= (p,g9a2p-m\,n+o(n)\p-m\)

= (m, g9, «)0« = (m, g, «)0 0® .
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A similar argument shows that 0 commutes with the ^-mappings. This

completes the proof of the theorem.

As an immediate corollary we have the following:

Corollary 5.2. The semigroup Sp4(G, a) is isomorphic to the direct product

of Sp4 and G if and only if a = i, the identity automorphism of G.

Remark 5.3. Theorem 5.1 shows that not every isomorphism from

S(GX, ax) onto S(G2, a2) extends to an isomorphism from Sp4(G„ a,) onto

Sp4(G2, a2): for example if a is an inner automorphism of G then by

Corollary 4.2 of [23], S(G, a) at S(G, i) = G X 6(p, q), where Q(p, q) is the

bicyclic semigroup ([3, vol. 1, p. 43]), but if a ^ ( there is no automorphism 9

of G such that a9 = 9i = 9, and so Sp4(G, a) is not isomorphic to Sp4(G, t) =

Sp4 X G.
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